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BLOCH is a global, multidisciplinary art project by the Swiss artist duo Com&Com (Marcus
Gossolt/Johannes M. Hedinger), which unites contemporary art and folk culture and creates a dialogue
among various people, traditions, and customs.
It’s about participation and cultural exchange, about global art production and a broadened grasp of art and
culture.
The direct products and outcome of the project will include a traveling tree trunk (“the Bloch”) and related
cultural and social events (festivals, processions, music, theatre), discussions (talks, symposia), a series of
short films, as well prints and a cast of the tree. In addition, the project will result in publications and forms
of documentation (documentary film), exhibits, discussions, and a website
www.bloch23781.com
www.com-com.ch
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Background
The Bloch is part of an old carnival tradition from the Swiss region of Appenzell. When the last spruce
tree is felled in the winter, the trunk – known as the Bloch – is pulled by twenty men from the village of
Urnäsch to Herisau and back. At the end of this one-day procession, the trunk is sold to the highest bidder
in the village square of Urnäsch to be processed into shingles or furniture.
In the past, the Bloch has been purchased at the auction by one of the locals to be put to practical use (as
material for furniture or shingles, for example.) But in 2011, the buyers were the Swiss artist duo
Com&Com. Now the artists plan to give the trunk a new role: instead of simply traveling the relatively
short distance between the two villages before ending up as building material, the Bloch will travel the
world, stopping on every continent.

Idea and objective
Our goal is to develop a new Bloch procession at each station based on local traditions. In the process, the
original custom and its meaning will change, enter into a dialogue with foreign cultures and people, mix
with new elements, and be reinterpreted. At every stage of the journey, something completely new will
emerge.
What we don’t want is to send an entire ready art production around the globe like they did cultureimperialistically in the past; no, we just want to send this tree (over there).
So new stories can attach themselves to this tree. The original custom and meaning will change, will enter
into a dialogue with foreign cultures and people, will mix themselves, and will be reinterpreted. – At every
station, something completely new will emerge. At the end of this journey, the trunk will return back to its
starting point in Urnäsch, Switzerland.
On its world tour, the trunk will take on layers of meaning, while the local customs providing this
significance reach a global audience. This contemporary art project thus addresses a number of issues,
including: Cultural exchange (dialog among and globalization of customs and art), Cultural mobility (new
united global culture / nomadic art), A broader understanding of art (social sculpture, art as process, and
performativity).
Events, Practice and Theory
In keeping with the original custom, the Bloch will be presented publicly at each stop in some sort of
procession which culminates in a festival and accompanied by Talks and Symposia.
The events and reflections create opportunities for stories, discussions, and interpretations. By participating
in and, in some cases, collaborating on the temporary projects, various local and foreign views of art and
culture will come into contact, and a dialog will take place between contemporary art and a variety of
traditions and folk cultures.
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Bloch Tour
Our goal is to visit every continent at least once. The Stations so far are:
Urnäsch (March 2011, Auction) - St.Gallen (March 2012, Performance) - Bern (April 2012, Performance,
Exhibition) - Basel (June 2012, Exhibition) - Berlin (Juni 2012, Performance, Conference, Exhibition) Karlsruhe (ZKM, July 2012 Conference) - Zürich (Helmhaus, July-Sept 2012, Exhibition) - St.Gallen
(Aug-Sept 2012, Lagerhaus, Exhibition) - Shanghai (Oct 2012-March 2013, Exhibition, Performance).
Currently we are negotiating with different upcoming stations.

Works and media
The project’s central work is the Bloch itself, which is infused with different meanings over the course of
its journey. Another key outcome of the project will be a series of 15-minute films showing the procession,
impression process, and subsequent festival in each location. Later, all the episodes will be combined with
other material from the Bloch’s journey (interviews, discussion, reactions, etc.) to produce a 90-minute
documentary film. Also planed is a series of Prints of the Bloch-Foot as well as a complete cast of Bloch in
Aluminium.
A website/blog will also follow the project, presenting photos, videos, and texts about the Bloch’s
adventures and providing more information about the places, cultures, and customs it encounters. In
addition to the documentary film, the overall project will be capped off with a publication and a closing
event (a live project and, potentially, an exhibition).

Intermediation
The intermediation and the direct contact with the people and population at the current location will be an
important, a key part of the project. We plan workshops, talks/Symposia, exhibitions and a public festival at
the end (with Music, cooking, games)
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Bloch in St.Gallen
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Bloch in Bern
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Bloch in Bern
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Bloch in Berlin
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Bloch Conference at Denkerei Berlin, with Beat Wyss, Bazon Brock, Judith Siegmund a.o.
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Bloch in Basel, Swiss Art Award

Financing
Up to now, the Project has been sponsored by: Schweizer Kulturstiftung Pro Helvetia / Migros Kulturprozent
Ostschweiz / Kulturstiftung Appenzell AR / Methrom Stiftung / Steinegg Stiftung / Stadt + Kanton Bern /
Modulor Stiftung / Schweizerische Botschaft Berlin / Shanghai Biennale a.o.
An additional budget is required for each stop on the Bloch‘s journey (transport, travel, film, event).
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The Urnäsch Bloch, an old Carnival tradition
The Bloch stands for the last tree felled in the forest during the winter woodcutting season. The forest’s
landowner traditionally presented such a tree to his faithful workers, who would proudly pull it through the
neighboring villages in a colorful procession to show it to the populace. In the evening, the tree was
auctioned off, with the profits financing a party for the woodcutters. These customs form the background of
the Bloch festival, which takes place every other (odd-numbered) year.
A Bloch festival is a unique celebration. A procession carries a mighty tree, mounted on a decorated
wagon, through a series of villages. The Urnäsch Bloch Society is the only such association with written
bylaws and adult members, some of whom are active for years. For these reasons, the procession in
Urnäsch is the most elaborate of all the Bloch festivals. An arch with the Urnäsch coat of arms hangs on the
front of the tree, while a small evergreen with colorful bits of cloth in its branches stands at the back. A
blacksmith sits astride the trunk and hammers on a ringing anvil, with a smoking oven kept aglow with
twigs before him. The blacksmith occassionally grabs a firecracker with his tongs and lights it in the oven
to set it off. At the front of the wagon, a driver in traditional Carnival clothing – including a pointed cap
several feet long – flourishes a whip. Behind him, two musicians with brass instruments provide
entertainment during the long trip. The wagon is hauled by a team of men, dressed in the traditional outfits
of carpenters and woodcutters, who are paired off at a series of wooden shafts connected by a long rope.
The long march to Herisau
Before the break of dawn, the wagon sets out from the square in front of the Sonne im Tal restaurant. Boys
dresed as clowns run ahead, shaking collection cans filled with coins to gather money from the spectators
and houses along the way. Five advance riders and herolds follow, dressed in the elaborate uniforms of
15th-century soldiers and mounted on sturdy farm horses. An overseer marches alongside the wagon.
Behind him, a gypsy leads a man dressed as a bear who plays all sorts of tricks, especially with the female
spectators. A forest warden on horseback with a measuring clamp slung over his shoulder brings up the
rear. Once the group returns to the Urnäsch town square, a member of the association reads the Bloch
speech, a rhyming text that describes the custom and thanks those that gave donations or support. At that
point, the warden auctions off the tree. The resulting money goes to the association and covers the cost of
the costumes. The day ends with a costume ball in the hall of the restaurant.

(Text: Hans Hürlimann; www.urnaesch-tourismus.ch, © Appenzeller Verlag, Herisau)
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Com&Com
Com&Com was founded in 1997 by Marcus Gossolt (*1969) and Johannes M. Hedinger (*1971).
They live in Zurich and St.Gallen and work in situ.
Com&Com achieved international recognition in 2001 with their film project with HR Giger, C-Files:
Tell Saga, which was invited by Harald Szeemann to be shown at the Venice Biennal. Thier pop song
“Side by Side” with Dieter Meier (Yello) reached the Swiss Top Ten in 2002, and their controversial
project featuring the monument “Mocmoc” (2003-07) culminated in a national referendum. In addition
to such participatory works in the public and social arena, Com&Com has more recently (re)discovered
performance; classical media such as drawing, painting, and sculpture; and subjects such as nature,
folklore and tradition.In addition to solo exhibitions at the Kunsthaus Zürich (2000) and the
Kunstwerken Berlin (2003), Com& Com has participated in group shows at the ZKM Karlsruhe,
Kunstmuseum Bern, Migros Museum Zürich, as well as six biennals. Their first retrospective was held
in 2010 at CentrePasquArt in Biel/Switzerland.
So far, Com&Com has taken part in more than 120 exhibitions in 18 countries, made 22 short films,
issued eight CDs and seven books, and staged a musical. These multifaced artists also organize
performances, curate exhibits, work regularly as docents, give lectures, fulfill creative commissions,
and conduct academic art research.
Website: www.com-com.ch

Youtube: www.youtube.com/user/comcomvideo
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